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Schedule
1410 Start
1420 Breakout group discussions 1
1440 Feedback
1515 Tea break
1550 Presentation from Sally Doughty and Marie Fitzpatrick
1610 Breakout group discussions 2
1655 Feedback
1730 Close and networking

Notes
Kirsty Alexander introduced the event.
The first Independent Dance Higher Education Round Table took place last year – the topic for the
day was “What is it to teach choreography?”
One of the central topics of the day was whether we are preparing our students for an artform and
practice that exists, or are preparing them to extend what our artform and practice might be.
Another core topic was one of identity: Do we identity as teachers, artists, researchers – and are we
different animals in different contexts?
ID decided that this latter question would form the subject of today’s meeting; particularly as it is
current in debates across a number of contexts. One such is research Marie Fitzpatrick and Sally
Doughty are currently undertaking, which will be discussed in more detail later in the day.
KA underlined the importance of being in a different environment, and having this joint
conversation, at a dance organisation not an HE institution – this is not a symposium, and ID’s aim in
providing this platform is that different qualities of conversation emerge here.
KA invited the attendees to introduce themselves; the mode in which people chose to identify
themselves was already a thought-provoking start to the discussion of single, dual and fluid
identities.
Breakout session 1
KA raised the question of what we assume "research" to be and the contexts in which we consider
ourselves to be researching. She reflected on Deborah Hays's recent talk at ID - where it was clear
that her choreographic practice, her performance practice and her teaching of students were all
activities where complex conceptual questions were elaborated and put to the test. Yet in an
academic context would all of these strands of activity be visible as “research"? Moreover with a
practice, or set of practices, such as Hay's (and many others) the complex conceptualisations that
are being grappled with in these various contexts arise from the doing -they do not pre-exist it / are
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not mediated by reference to a third person / received/ academic source.
KA therefore posed the question:
Do we identify ourselves primarily as an artist, teacher, academic, researcher...? Are these
terminologies themselves problematic? What is the identity of our work? Do we identify ourselves
and / or our work differently for different contexts?
Themes which emerged:








Self-perception and identity
o How we all introduced ourselves – saying your individual history and experience can
help people understand more about your interests, how you wish to communicate
with each other; it is important how we identify ourselves, even to each other
o On the other hand, within our role as teachers and facilitators identifying our own
artistic concerns or multiple roles to students can be problematic if it inadvertently
becomes a model that students assume they must follow, which may not be what
we want
o Many of us are ‘Shape shifting’ and ‘portfolio people’ – we have multiple functions
and roles in what we do; but there’s a sense that ‘portfolio’ means “I don’t have a
proper job” (particularly pronounced when dealing with insurance, pensions, and
passports)
The visibility of the artist and the creative process within the institution
o In this particular space here, we all understand that what we all do all the time is a
form of embodied research – but there is a gap about how this practice can be
placed and supported in an HE institution as a research process.
o Practice is often invisible, especially for artists who are not employed on a regular
basis and so are not captured in reporting mechanisms in the same way
o Reporting mechanisms have central assumptions built into their questions that
obscure the different ways in which we feed or share our work.
o To count as research, practice has to be articulated in the required ‘register’ – made
to fit the box, and as artists we have a desire to get beyond the box
o The length of time it takes to change perceptions – for what we do and how we
work to become recognised; how to articulate what and how we work; how we
discuss and develop language for practice as research. How we are perceived on the
‘outside’ is also relevant
The structures and systems in academia and their effects
o We are dealing with a vertical system, which for many of us is different from the
more horizontal structures within which we choose to work when we create artistic
work
Escalation of qualification
o “Meeting the citadel” and how that meets “the arena”; the value placed on the PhD;
an example was given of the USA, where it appears more value is placed on
professional practice itself, in tandem with academic experience
o In professional practice, what is the equivalent of a PhD?
o What are the potential routes into working within HE as a practitioner and/ or as a
researcher?
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o



Practical implication of perceptions: e.g. requiring that staff recruited hold a PhD has
a big impact on how a department within an institution can grow and evolve.
At the same time there is a paradox in a PhD being listed as 'essential' criteria in
recruitment when teaching experience is sometimes listed as merely ‘desirable’.
Individual strategies for managing inherent tensions
o Artists often have a curiosity to bring different resources and strands together,
which is a great strength
o There is a desire from artists to be in academia – to join a context where you meet
other people with whom to exchange; and which the institution can facilitate or
hinder; and which brings its own visibility. Being placed in an academic institution
allows a critical engagement which wouldn’t be accessible in a non-academic
context.
o The option of not complying with reporting forms, with systems which don’t fit us as
artists, in order to effect change over time
o Embracing bi-directionality - living within the institution but also finding some
distance from that

Breakout session 2
Sally Doughty and Marie Fitzpatrick introduced Mapping the landscape: the identity of artist-scholars
working a cross academia and industry, their research into the ‘hybrid dance artist-academic’.
[see attached PowerPoint presentation]
Their first event took place at Inventing Futures: Artistic Research with/in Educational Institutions, at
ArtEZ in Arnhem (NL), in December 2013; the second at Questioning the Contemporary in 21st
Century British Dance Practices at Leeds Metropolitan University in July 2014.
A third event is planned for Saturday 22nd November at Dance 4.
Four questions were offered; the attendees were invited to discuss the question they found most
interesting.
 Are there synergies, tensions and opportunities that exist (for hybrid dance artistsacademics) working across academia and the professional arts sector?
 In your experience what are the conditions that dictate these synergies, tensions and
opportunities?
 Are potential trajectories of artistic enquiry/research in the academy and the professional
arts sector in/compatible?
 What does a productive, creative practice environment look and feel like for the hybrid
dance artist-academic who operates in the liminal space between academia and the
professional arts sector?
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Are there synergies, tensions and opportunities that exist (for hybrid dance
artists-academics) working across academia and the professional arts sector?

Are there synergies, tensions and opportunities that exist (for hybrid dance artists-academics) working across academia
and the professional arts sector?



Cultural and political frameworks – different processes which you have to negotiate (e.g.
marking schemes, institutional structures and "jargon", using Moodle, ) which makes it
difficult to come in and out of academia
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Contextual frameworks and conditions have changed – very different from 10 years ago.
Previously institutions had budgets to bring in artists, now it is much harder to do that –
finance and contractual structures make it harder for independent artists to visit
institutions
Sometimes when an artist enters academia their work becomes repackaged as "practice
as research" and this can change how that artist's work is perceived beyond academia
Research frameworks tend to produce / privilege certain types of outcomes and assume
an epistemology that reifies knowledge. Dance and somatic practices fall outside this
epistemology as they engage with knowing as a process rather than positioning
knowledge as a "thing".
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In your experience what are the conditions that dictate these synergies,
tensions and opportunities?

In your experience what are the conditions that dictate these synergies, tensions and opportunities?











The idea of taking risks – we fit into the roles which we are being asked to fulfil, and to
make some of these positive conditions happen for us we need to take risks within our
institutions
Facilitating dialogue amongst ourselves, we should self organise what conversations we
need and not be limited to the discourses determined by those people who make
decisions – take what we need, do what we need, and with generosity to each other
What kind of knowledge is recognised? Enable different discourses and articulation of
the knowledge that we have as dance practitioners
We need to get away from the valuation of academic qualification over other forms of
education and training, a going back to vocational training formats outside of academic
situations
Fine art produces a ‘product’; we don’t have a product, but instead have an ‘offer’ – a
value and validity that cannot be quantified easily.
Not becoming dinosaurs – how to retain relevance
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Are potential trajectories of artistic enquiry/research in the academy and the
professional arts sector in/compatible?

Are potential trajectories of artistic enquiry/research in the academy and the professional arts sector in/compatible?
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Impact is a central question in both academia and professional sector; how do we
evidence the impact of our work? There is a difference between work and evidence.
Institutions value the evidence of work, rather than engaging with the value of the work
itself...
The word ‘transmission’ – the way in which practice / research is transmitted, and how
that offer is made; transmission by modes other than document or documentation (‘soft
impact’)
At the same time we have to be vigilant that our claims of artistic "value" are not
instrumentalised - Samuel Ladkin: Against Value in the Arts, University of Sheffield
(http://culturalvalueproject.wordpress.com/2014/04/11/dr-samuel-ladkin-againstvalue-in-the-arts/ and http://www.shef.ac.uk/english/people/ladkin)
Impact also comes from your engagement with your students: our impact is through our
students (which reverberates through the years and generations)
In terms of artistic practice the impact of a work is perhaps measured most often by
audience numbers
Gatekeepers – programmers, deans, heads of, audiences...
We have to function in these contexts which have limitations; you become quite creative
in making happen what you need to do
We need positive language to talk about what we do, which could bring those two areas
together. Recognising the potential in the trajectories within the profession and
academy: focussing on the potential, not the possible limitations: cultivating a maverick,
generosity
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What does a productive, creative practice environment look and feel like for
the hybrid dance artist-academic who operates in the liminal space between
academia and the professional arts sector?

What does a productive, creative practice environment look and feel like for the hybrid dance artist-academic who
operates in the liminal space between academia and the professional arts sector?











The need to be qualified – everything is professionalised; to quantify and qualify yourself
(is not a conducive to a productive, creative environment.....)
‘everything was possible in the seventies’
Artists’ vision in this: Institutions appear to fear having a particular artistic vision
attached to a course; instead we should have faith, when creating a course /
department, that someone with a strong vision can also support students to have
different visions : art generates art
Create an environment that is more horizontal than vertical
Peripheral activities which happen in universities which support and feed in
Bringing in critical friends for dialogue, exchange, breaking open old patterns, allowing
new patterns to happen
Create space in the curriculum – buying time for that vital work; claiming it (a dance
party at 3pm every day; someone chooses a track, and everyone dances in the office )
Creating space, empty time – and the danger of how that gets filled in with other things
that ‘need to get done’
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Closing
KA summarised some of the themes and currents of the afternoon.
Having a day of discussing the conflicts and contributions of the artist / academic to some extent
sets up a binary, yet all the groups in their discussion have in various ways rejected that working
across different contexts NEEDS to be oppositional; as some commented ‘you do what you do’ it
cannot necessarily be categorised.
The discussions seem to have raised the possibility of resisting and insisting – insisting on a way of
working and a way of engaging, which may be different from what the managerialist systems require
of us
Valuing our artistic practice in and on our own terms – without knocking the work and stimuli of the
academic world; the two things don’t need to be at war
The voice of the "performer" identity has been quite silent today; choreography produces ‘almost a
product’ - but the work of the performer is even more ephemeral – therefore it is even more
challenging to make explicit the potential contribution the practice of the performer can make to
wider discourses.
Academic contexts can support artists; but it seems from the comments that liberating ourselves
from the assumptions of certain institutional / managerial frameworks and finding ways to work
differently and in support of each other can be important (subversive generosity)
There seems to be a strong desire to find time to talk and to share philosophical / pedagogical/
artistic vision within the department / faculty / university (eating lunch, at a table with knife and
fork, with your colleagues) and beyond.
How do we resist the pressures that prevent this – by resisting
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